
ILL EBOOKS CLAUSES 
 

SPRINGER 
to another library,  hard copyas a  or book chapterone copy of a journal article Deliver 

for personal use or scholarly, educational, or scientific research or professional use, 
but in no case for commercial use.   

  
Elsevier 

and deliver journal articles from Subscribed Titles (as defined herein) and, if  print
from the Subscribed Products to fulfill requests as part of the  book chaptersany, 

practice commonly known as “interlibrary loan” from non-commercial libraries 
located within the same country as the Subscriber; 

 
  

 RSC 
Customer may fulfil interlibrary supply requests to other academic and research 
libraries.  Customer may supply an interlibrary supply request to a library, for the 
purposes of research for non-Commercial Use or private study only and each such 
request shall include a single paper or electronic copy or an electronic original of an 
individual item which is part of RSC Information. Such supply may be by post or fax 
or by secure transmission, in which latter case the electronic file must be deleted 
immediately after printing unless the user who is authorised at the said library is a 
Visually Impaired Person and the electronic file is explicitly provided solely for 
his/her personal use. 

 
Brill  
Members may, subject to clause 6 below, supply to an Authorized User of another 
library within the same country as the Consortium, whether by post or fax or secure 

is deleted  electronic filetransmission, using Ariel or its equivalent, whereby the 
immediately after printing, for the purposes of research or private study and not for 
Commercial Use, a single paper copy of an electronic original of a Document. 

 
  
SAGE  

Reasonable Amounts of the Licensed shall be permitted to use  he InstitutionsT
to fulfill occasional requests from other, non participating institutions, a  Materials

practice commonly called Inter-Library Loan.   
of the Licensed Materials may be used as a source for ILL. Only  electronic formThe 

secure electronic transmission such as used by Ariel or Prospero to fulfill ILL 
requests is permitted.  Participating Libraries agree that copyright notices will be sent 
on all ILL transmissions.  Fulfillment of Loansome DocR service requests is 
permitted.  Non-secure electronic transmission of files is not permitted. 

 
ILL not allowed –Cambridge   

llow copies to be stored or accessed by anyone ato  not permittedAuthorised Users are 
who is not an Authorised User 

  
  



Emerald  
The Licensee may supply to an Authorised User of another library within Israel, a 

by post,  individual document being part of the Licensed Materialssingle copy of an 
fax or electronically (whereby the electronic file is deleted immediately after 
printing), for educational purposes.  


